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Fleetshield convinced Ahoy Rotterdam
with odour-absorbing film

Ahoy, the sporting and events arena in
Rotterdam, the Netherlands, recently
decided to start a pilot programme using
Fleetshield’s odour-absorbing foils in the
central sanitary blocks. ’In this way we
could kill two birds with one stone,’
explains Harro van Est, the facility services
manager. ’This area was in need of
refurbishment. We wanted to create a
more pleasant atmosphere and
experience. In addition, we had a problem
with odours. A full renovation was not an
option, because there was simply no room
in the budget for it.’
The central sanitary blocks are high-traffic spaces
within Ahoy which see a lot of visitors. There is a
women’s section and a men’s section. Van Est
says, ’We redecorated both sections. The men’s
section in particular had an unpleasant odour
which we simply couldn’t remove, because over

the years the urine had soaked into the grout. One
of my colleagues had seen Fleetshield at a trade
fair and told me about their odour-absorbing foil.
At first I didn’t take it quite seriously, because I
couldn’t imagine such a thing. But now I know
better! Just one day after the foil had been
applied, you couldn’t smell the urine odour any
more.’
Ambitious schedul
Van Est continues, ’The schedule for the pilot
programme was very ambitious, but Fleetshield
didn’t hesitate. We had our first meeting in June
and just four weeks later, before the start of the
North Sea Jazz festival, the foil had been
applied. In order to create a total experience, we
hung the foil all over the toilet areas. We were so
impressed with how well Fleetshield worked with
us that we quickly agreed to their proposal.
It’s nice that we have a regular contact person.
In addition, the people at Fleetshield really think
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with you, and they live up to their agreements.
All the work was done within a day and a half.
And you don’t have to deal with the clutter or
noise of construction work.
Vandalproof
’When I showed the end result to people who
have been working at Ahoy for years, they were
immediately impressed,’ remembers Van Est, ’both
because the space looks so different now and
because you really can’t smell any odours any
more.’ Since the foil was applied, Ahoy has been
the venue for a number of festivals, dance parties,

and student parties, but there are still no odours in
the toilets and the foil is still completely intact.
Van Est says, ’Nothing has been scratched off or
damaged in any way. The product is really
vandalproof, and at Ahoy we can definitely
appreciate that.’

’At first I didn’t take it quite
seriously, because I couldn’t
imagine such a thing. But now
I know better.’
Follow-up to pilot
Because the experience with the foil has been so
positive, Ahoy has decided to apply Fleetshield’s
odour-absorbing foil to the other toilet areas as
well.
’It absolutely works, it’s easy to achieve without
construction work, and it looks fantastic.
In addition, it creates precisely the right
atmosphere in the toilets that we at Ahoy wanted.’
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Fleetshield offers ROC Nijmegen an attractive
solution for odour nuisance in toilet area

For years, the ROC Nijmegen secondary
vocational school has been dealing with
odour nuisance in one of the men’s toilets.
’No matter what we used to clean it, it still
smelled like a public urinal on a motorway
in France. We even tried professional deep
cleaning services, but nothing helped,’
says Jack Louvet, the facilities manager.
’Not until we found Fleetshield. They hung
odourabsorbing foil on the walls in June.
The room looks a lot nicer and the problem
has been 99.9% fixed.’
A monochrome odour-absorbing foil was applied
to one wall in the toilets. The other walls were
hung with odour-absorbing foil with full-colour
prints of sportsmen and women, which is quite
appropriate as the toilets are located in the same
wing as the Sport and Movement department.
’After seeing some of Fleetshield’s examples, I
wanted to do something with a print,’ Louvet says.

’But that was a little complicated,because it had
to match the house style. As far as Fleetshield was
concerned, this was no problem, because they
could print any image we wanted on the foil.
The rest of the building is decorated in the house
style with portraits of former students, but I didn’t
think this would be appropriate for the toilets.
Fortunately, the Communication and Marketing
department agreed to the alternative suggested
by Fleetshield, that of using images of sportsmen
and women.’
Smooth application
Louvet continues, ’Before Fleetshield came, we
cleaned the room as thoroughly as possible. The
toilets were closed off for two days so the foil
could be applied. We experienced absolutely no
nuisance as a result of the work activities.
Everything went smoothly, because we agreed on
everything clearly beforehand.’
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Enthusiastic reception
The results of an evaluation show that both
students and employees are enthusiastic about the
new toilets. ’Everyone is happy that the smell is
gone, and they’re also happy with the new look.
The women are even asking why we aren’t fixing
up their toilets as nicely.’
Louvet adds, ’The good thing about this solution is
that rather than masking the bad odour with another scent, the foil actually absorbs the odour.
The foil itself is odourless, and on the monochrome wall you almost can’t see that there’s even
foil there.’

‘the problem has been 99.9%
fixed.’
Treating a pleasant environment with care
’We still use the same cleansing products to clean
the area, and we follow the same routine, but it
takes less effort and the bad odour is gone.
Twice a year thewalls receive an extra cleaning
with a regenerative substance to maintain the
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odour-absorbing properties of the foil.’ Louvet
concludes, ’Fleetshield told us that if people think
an environment is pleasant, they’re more likely to
treat it with care. That’s turned out to be completely true, and that’s a very positive side effect.’

